2016 was a year of great growth for the Louisiana SPCA, and that growth could not have happened without the amazing partnership of individuals coming together to help animals. Our team leaped in to help after the unprecedented floods in the Baton Rouge area providing emergency food distribution centers, emergency sheltering and care as well as transports. Our foster care program expanded incorporating best practices around ringworm treatment to place over 1,070 animals. And last year was our first full year adjusting to our much-needed campus expansion. Partnerships were also formed to help people, which in turn helps animals. We expanded our education programs to provide free youth camps to underserved kids through the New Orleans Recreational Department and continued to see great demand for our Reactive Rover dog training classes.

At the same time, the funding for our animal control contract with the City of New Orleans was again reduced. We saw a decline in fundraising revenue as was experienced by many other non-profits during an election year. Our team, volunteers, and the community stepped up to ensure the quality of our work remained as high as ever while working within these challenges. While it was a year of both successes and challenges, I am really proud of the continued commitment and hard work of our team of staff, volunteers and supporters. I am humbled by the incredible efforts that impacted over 43,000 animals in 2016.

Thank you for being a devoted partner in our combined energy and passion to make a difference in the lives of cats, dogs, pigs, chickens, goats, rabbits, birds, and all the companion animals in our care.

Ana Zorrilla, CAWA
Chief Executive Officer
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THE NUMBERS

COMMUNITY CLINIC

10,022 Wellness Visits
9,190* Spay/Neuter Surgeries
3,529 Trap-Neuter-Return
318 Heartworm Treatments
114 Dentals

HUMANE LAW ENFORCEMENT

12,193 Calls
3,754 Dog Intake
1,605 Cat Intake
355 Other Intake

REVENUE

Animal Control Contract $1,846,501
Animal Care $1,846,501
Community Clinic $2,443,831

EXPENSES

Animal Control Contract $1,846,501
Animal Care $1,846,501
Community Clinic $2,443,831

Many Thanks

Hope starts with a little purr or a gentle sigh. And for the animals in our care, that hope comes because of people like you. Thank you so much for your support this past year. Your generosity has already benefited so many in our community. It has helped save animals heal, launched pet receive pet clinic services, students learn life changing skills and so much more. If you ever want to see where you donor dollars go and how our mission transforms so many animals with your love and support, don’t hesitate to contact us for a tour.